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Dealer Campers Inn RV of Macon
Phone: 8773415943
Email: import237883@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2021 Keystone RV Fuzion 373, Keystone RV Fuzion toy hauler 373 highlights: Dual
Entry Bath Loft with a Bunk Mat Front Private Bedroom Double Entry Doors Table
with Swing Out Stools Fuzion Secure Steps The 11' separate garage includes its
own exterior entrance door, a loft with a bunk mat, plus a half bath for guests.
You can comfortably sleep eight people with the added dual opposing sofas and
a top queen bed, and you'll find three LED TV's throughout for your entertainment.
The main living area includes a table with swing out stools the kids will love, and
the two pantries can hold all the dry goods and snacks. The dual entry full bath
will create a front master suite that will feel just like home. Here, you'll enjoy your
own LED TV, a dresser and a master closet, plus a space to add an optional
washer and dryer if you choose! Seek new thrills and see new sights in a Fuzion
toy hauler fifth wheel by Keystone. A few of the advantages you'll find with these
models are Adjust-A-Track frame-welded tie-downs, Tru-fit slide construction,
12V color-coded wiring, plus much more. The Max Turn technology makes
turning and parking easier than ever, and the MORryde CRE 3000 suspension will
provide smooth towing to the campground. You will stay comfortable year around
with the in-floor heating ducts and the Blade high performance air flow system
that gives 20% more air flow. Each model includes many interior comforts,
including residential-style furniture, extra tall ceilings with crown molding, and
fiberglass backed linoleum floors. The garage features gas and oil resistant tuff-
fly flooring, an 8' ramp door, a fuel station with dual 30 gallon tanks, and double
electric beds with dual opposing sofas so you can invite more friends along!
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 92250A
VIN Number: 4YDF37324LF810382
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 39
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 3

Item address Byron, Georgia, United States
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